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QUESTION 1

A retailer wants to re-target new site visitors on partner sites through a Demand Side Platform (DSP) to increase ad
targeting effectiveness. 

Which approach should the retailer select? 

A. In Audience Manager, ingest third-party segment data targeted to converters Create an on-site campaign that offers
converters targeted messages and offers Track performance with Audience Manager reports 

B. Import partner data segments, combine them with their own, and personalize on-site experience Share audience
segments to email marketing initiatives 

C. Run Audience Manager look-alike model to identify unqualified audience members in that segment Target those
segments through on-site personalization and DSP 

D. In Audience Manager, create "No Conversion" segment Add rule to exclude recent converters Create special offer
display-ads and subsequent on-site personalization 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A Marketing Manager launches a Display campaign and needs to track what media creative visitors are seeing most
often. The traits are set up properly, but do not show any data.
https://mysite.demdex.net/event?d_src=123654andd_site={%site_ID%}andd_creative={%creative_id%} What is causing
this issue? 

A. The tag is missing the d_adsrc parameter. 

B. The tag is missing the d_event parameter. 

C. The tag is missing the d_adgroup parameter. 

D. The tag is missing the d_placement parameter. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://experienceleaguecommunities.adobe.com/t5/Adobe-Audience-Manager/Collectingmedia-data-in-
AAM-using-pixeling-the-creative-method/m-p/302667 

 

QUESTION 3

A credit card company monetizes their audiences by offering ad inventory to airlines, hotels, and rental car agencies.
The company wants to obtain third-party data to enrich their audiences. The architect needs to help evaluate AAM data
partners based on a description of their current segment offerings. 

Which data partner\\'s segment should the architect recommend? 

A. Regional segments with coverage for many countries including the US, UK, Spain, Italy, Germany, and France 
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B. Propensity segments based on predictive visitors to global cultural Points of Interests (POIs) as well as demographic
and geolocation segments at massive scale 

C. Industry segments with coverage for financial services, health, media, and political 

D. Derived segments from machine learning innovation to bring the depth and breadth of consumer insight to directly
impact the full spectrum of marketing research and business objectives 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An architect is examining the network traffic on a client\\'s website to verify that server-side forwarding is working
correctly. 

What should the architect look for in the response to the Adobe Analytics call? 

A. 2 ?2 image/gif 

B. asynchronous iframe 

C. "stuff" 

D. "SUCCESS" 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/analytics/admin/admin-tools/server-side-forwarding/ ssf-verify.html 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer wants an extract of their segment rules to perform an audit. Which API method should the architect use? 

A. POST /segments/estimate-30-day-size 

B. GET /segments 

C. POST /segments 

D. GET /segments/rules 

E. GET /segments/limits 

F. POST /segments/rules 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://bank.demdex.com/portal/swagger/index.html#/Segments_API 

 

QUESTION 6
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What is contained in a Customer Data Feed (CDF) export file? 

A. Event Time, Request Parameters, and DPID captured by an event call 

B. Only User IDs and segments IDs captured by an event call 

C. Only user IDs, trait IDs, and segment IDs captured by an event call 

D. User, trait, and segment IDs and all parameters captured by an event call 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.adobe.com/analytics/audience-manager/customer-data-feeds.html 

 

QUESTION 7

An architect is evaluating a company\\'s business requirements against its marketing technology investment. The
architect notes that the company has integrated Adobe Analytics and Adobe Target but that they are not currently
leveraging Adobe Audience Manager (AAM). 

Which three business requirements suggest a need for AAM? (Choose three.) 

A. Sharing audiences across the Experience Cloud 

B. Promoting personalized content on the same hit 

C. Managing user fatigue with frequency capping 

D. Tracking user behavior on the company\\'s web properties 

E. Incorporating CRM data with hundreds of attributes 

F. Enriching first party data with third party demographics 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 8

A media client has recently acquired Adobe Audience Manager as its DMP for building and sharing audience segments.
The client uses Adobe Target Premium for delivering personalized content over web touchpoints. 

Which two prerequisites are needed for this integration to function? (Choose two.) 

A. Key-Value Data Format 

B. Provision SFTP for audience transfer 

C. Provision for Profiles and Audiences 

D. Experience Cloud service 

E. Google Publisher Tag Cookie Destination 
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Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 9

What is the minimum required information in the file name for audiences onboarded from the CRM system? 

A. ftp, dpm, DPID, DPID_TARGET_DATA_OWNER, TIMESTAMP, .sync/.overwrite, SPLIT_NUMBER, gz 

B. ftp, dpm, DPID, TIMESTAMP, .sync/.overwrite 

C. ftp, DPID, TIMESTAMP, .sync/.overwrite 

D. ftp, DPID_TARGET_DATA_OWNER, TIMESTAMP, .sync/.overwrite 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

An architect is requested to design the taxonomy (Trait Name, Trait Rule) for media data collected using Audience
Manager media tracking pixel implemented in the client\\'s ad server. 

Client tracks the following media data points IDs in the Audience Manager: 

Campaign Creative Placement Site 

The client needs to be able to validate that: The Trait Name represents the correct data point The Trait Expression
represents the correct data point 

Which approach should a solution architect recommend for Trait Name and Trait Expression setup? 

A. Include Segment ID, Destination ID in the Trait Name 

B. Include media data point ID in the Trait Name, Trait Expression 

C. Include Segment ID in the Trait Name, Trait Expression 

D. Include Data Source ID in the Trait Name, Trait Expression 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 11

A client wants to do off-site media suppression across all of a user\\'s devices for users who have logged in to the
mobile app and enabled email notifications. Currently, email notifications can only be enabled through the client\\'s
website in the My Account section. 

Which Profile Merge rule should the architect select to meet these requirements? 

A. Current Authenticated + No Device 
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B. Last Authenticated + Current Device 

C. Current Authenticated + Profile Link 

D. No Authenticated + Adobe Co-op 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.pedromonjo.com/2019/10/profile-merge-rules-configuration/ 

 

QUESTION 12

A client notifies an architect that Declared ID sync is not working when a site visitor authenticates. The architect first
checks the AAM Data Source to make sure it is set up properly. 

ID: 543213 Integration Code: cust_id ID Type: Cross Device ID Definition: Person Data Source Settings (Inbound):
Customer ID 

After checking the debugging tool, the architect sees the below data points returned upon authenticating on site. 

d_cid_ic: 2991c7a7-6fc74f-431jc12 d_jsonv: 1 d_ld_ts=1142144713051 d_mid:
16184299510823404650127548759430712925 

Why is the Declared ID sync failing to working properly? 

A. The Data Source ID Type should be Cookie and not Cross-Device. 

B. The d_jsonv parameter should return a "0" value. 

C. The Experience Cloud ID is not enabled. 

D. The d_cid_ic parameter is missing the integration code. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 13

A mobile audio streaming service tracks the listening habits of its users via an analytics platform. It wants to enrich that
data with third-party demographics data to better understand the users who use its platform. 

Which approach should an architect select to meet the requirements? 

A. Include a login in the application, and share email and location with demographic data scraping company 

B. Include a login in the application and onboard third-party data via an onboarding partner 

C. Share customer name and listening habits with media company partners and request customer demographics 

D. Share customer email and preferences with record companies and request related demographics 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 14

Which statement represents the steps for generating a Customer Data Feed (CDF)? 

A. Architect can begin self-service set up using a secure, customer-specific Amazon S3 bucket to start CDF file delivery 

B. Audience Manager generates CDF files hourly and stores them in a secure, customer-specific Amazon S3 bucket 

C. Architect can begin self-service set up using a secure, customer-specific on-premise file location to start CDF file
delivery 

D. Audience Manager generates CDF files daily and stores them in a secure, customer-specific on-premise location 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/audience-manager/user-guide/features/cdf-files.html 

 

QUESTION 15

An e-commerce client needs to personalize customer experience on its website. The client plans to use Audience
Manager for audience development and activation across website, email, and display media platforms. 

The client has made the following investments and cannot make any more technology investments in the next 2 to 3
years: Adobe Audience Manager In-house developed Content Management System (CMS) In-house developed Site
Personalization platform that supports API-based integration Adobe Campaign Adobe Advertising Cloud Adobe
Analytics 

What should a solution architect recommend to this client for experience personalization on the website? 

A. Integrate Advertising Cloud with Audience Manager using out-of-the-box integration 

B. Integrate Data Management Platform that integrates with client\\'s existing website CMS and Personalization
platform 

C. Integrate the in-house developed Site Personalization platform using Adobe Campaign APIs 

D. Integrate the in-house developed Site Personalization platform using Audience Manager APIs 

Correct Answer: B 
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